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Context and objectives
 DVB-H
z Digital Video Broadcasting-
Handheld
z Based on ETSI standards
 EN 300 744
 EN 302 304
z High data rate broadcast access 
for hand-held terminals
z Audio, video, file downloads,...
z Data rates up to 15 Mbps
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Context and objectives
 Objectives
z Investigation of influence on 
performance of:
 Different reception conditions
– Portable indoor/outdoor, 
mobile
 6 different modulation schemes
 6 different MPE-FEC rates
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Characteristics of DVB-H system
 Single frequency network (SFN)
z Preferred over multi-frequency network (MFN)
 Better spectral efficiency
 Center frequency
 602 MHz
 Channel bandwidth
 8 MHz
 3 base station (BS) antennas
z hBS = 64 m, 57 m, 63 m
z ERP = 6 kW, 2.8 kW, 7.5 kW
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Measurement method
Measurements with a 
commercial tool
z Laptop and PCMCIA card
z Antenna gain = -5 dBi
z Parameters
 C/(N+I) ratio (carrier-to-
interference-noise ratio)
 FER (Frame Error Rate)
 MFER (Multi-Protocol 
Encapsulation FER)
 Location
 Speed
 Electric field strength
z Sample every 0.5 s
antenna
PCMCIA card
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Investigated scenarios
 Different reception conditions: 9 scenarios
z Portable reception
 Scenario I = outdoor walking (20 different routes)
 Scenario II = indoor standing (13 different buildings)
 Scenario III = indoor walking (13 different buildings)
z Mobile reception
 Scenario IV = car 20 km/h (6 routes, 70.5 km)
 Scenario V = car 70 km/h (3 routes, 37.5 km)
 Scenario VI = car 120 km/h (2 routes, 50 km)
 Scenario VII = train
 Scenario VIII = tram
 Scenario IX = bus
 Several thousands of measurement points for each 
scenario
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Investigated scenarios
 Routes for mobile 
reception
 Buildings for indoor
measurements
 3 base stations BS
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Investigated schemes
z “FFT, guard interval, modulation scheme, MPE-FEC”
z 4K, 1/8, 16-QAM 1/2, MPE-FEC 7/8
z 4K, 1/8, 16-QAM 1/2, MPE-FEC 5/6
z 4K, 1/8, 16-QAM 1/2, MPE-FEC 3/4
z 4K, 1/8, 16-QAM 1/2, MPE-FEC 2/3
z 4K, 1/8, 16-QAM 1/2, MPE-FEC 1/2
z 4K, 1/8, 16-QAM 1/2, MPE-FEC 67/68
z 4K, 1/8, QPSK 1/2, MPE-FEC 7/8
z 4K, 1/8, QPSK 2/3, MPE-FEC 7/8
z 4K, 1/8, 16-QAM 2/3, MPE-FEC 7/8
z 4K, 1/8, 64-QAM 1/2, MPE-FEC 7/8
z 4K, 1/8, 64-QAM 2/3, MPE-FEC 7/8
Measurements in car,
train, tram and bus.
Measurements portable
indoor and outdoor.
Influence MPE-FEC
Influence modulation
scheme
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Parameters
 Parameters used for analysis
z %Valid reception: the percentage of the time that the receiver 
is locked and receives either correct, or corrected tables
z : the minimal value of C/(N+I) for which the MFER is at       
most 5% 
z : the minimal value of C/(N+I) for which the FER is at       
most 5% 
z :                             -
z :                           -
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 Context and objectives
 Characteristics of DVB-H system
Method
 Results
z 16-QAM 1/2, MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
 Example: car 20 km/h
 Comparison of different reception conditions
z Influence of MPE-FEC rate
z Influence of modulation scheme
 Conclusions
Overview
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Example: car 20 km/h
 FER and MFER
 %Locations = ratio valid tables and total number of tables
 Gain MPE-FEC 7/8: 0.61dB for E and 1.82 dB for C/(N+I)
12.915.316.5MFER
14.816.021.5FER
5%1%0%C/(N+I) [dB]
79.782.986.5MFER
80.384.695.5FER
5%1%0%E [dBµV/m]
16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
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Car 20 km/h
 Reception quality in Ghent in car driving at 20 km/h
 Tables received
z Correct: green
z Corrected: orange
z Incorrect: red
16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
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Comparison of different reception conditions
 Highest percentage not locked / incorrect tables for car 70-120 km/h and train
z More difficult reception conditions
 Be careful with comparison of scenarios
z Different locations, different number of measurement points
16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
 Percentage not locked / 
incorrect tables for different 
scenarios
 Percentage of good / 
corrected / incorrect tables 
for different scenarios
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Comparison of different scenarios
 Higher C/(N+I) required for
more difficult reception 
conditions
z Higher speed
z Reception in trains
z …
 Example: MFER 5%
z Outdoor walking: 11.4 dB
z Car at 70 km/h: 15.7 dB
 Gain of 0.9 to 2.6 dB when using MPE-FEC 7/8
16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
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Influence MPE-FEC
16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC X/Y, 4K, GI = 1/8
 Influence on C/(N+I) 
(car 20 km/h)
z FER and MFER 5% values for 
different MPE-FEC rates
z FER 5% values rather 
constant, also for other 
scenarios
z The more MPE-FEC coding, 
the lower the required MFER 
5% value
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Influence MPE-FEC
16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC X/Y, 4K, GI = 1/8
 Influence on %correct, corrected, 
incorrect tables, %lock, %valid 
reception
z Example: indoor walking
z Correct tables relatively 
constant
z Most incorrect tables for lower 
MPE-FEC rates
z Most corrected tables for higher 
MPE-FEC rates
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Influence MPE-FEC
16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC X/Y, 4K, GI = 1/8
 Average over all scenarios
 Influence on % correct, corrected, incorrect tables, %lock, %valid reception
z %Correct tables ± constant
z %Corrected tables higher when MPE-FEC rate higher
z %Incorrect tables lower when MPE-FEC rate higher
z %Lock slightly higher when MPE-FEC rate higher
z %Valid reception higher when MPE-FEC rate higher
87.9190.382.735.0592.211/2
88.4791.613.434.5592.022/3
84.2888.504.773.7191.523/4
83.9288.835.532.5691.905/6
82.3587.736.133.5990.287/8
83.5688.565.640.3793.9867/68
%Valid 
reception
%Lock%Incorrect 
tables
%Corrected 
tables
%Correct 
tables
MPE-FEC 
rate
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Influence MPE-FEC
3.623.22.861.612.120.003ǻE5% [dB]
2.681.622.961.361.910.38ǻC5% [dB]Car 70 km/h (V)
3.372.762.000.970.610.12ǻE5% [dB]
2.701.961.941.131.820.12ǻC5% [dB]Car 20 km/h (IV)
3.583.080.990.621.950.69ǻE5% [dB]
2.732.110.821.262.620.57ǻC5% [dB]Indoor walking (III)
3.221.320.581.481.70.11ǻE5% [dB]
1.030.580.20.481.130ǻC5% [dB]Indoor standing (II)
4.343.65001.950ǻE5% [dB]
2.652.320.751.160.860ǻC5% [dB]Outdoor walking (I)
2.972.352.532.040.830.04ǻE5% [dB]
1-0.75-1.880ǻC5% [dB]Bus (IX)
2.73---1.890ǻE5% [dB]
2.491.891.711.311.850.13ǻC5% [dB]Average (I-VIII)
1.93
2.74
2.9
1.6
3.61
2.68
3/4
2.82
1.04
3.45
1.9
2.76
3.56
2/3 1/25/67/867/68
3.441.191.820.19ǻE5% [dB]
1.831.62.230ǻC5% [dB]Tram (VIII)
3.340.643.340ǻE5% [dB]
3.391.952.580ǻC5% [dB]Train (VII)
3.092.142.050.55ǻE5% [dB]
2.921.541.650ǻC5% [dB]Car 120 km/h (VI)
MPE-FECMPE-FEC gain 
[dB]
scenario
16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC X/Y, 4K, GI = 1/8
Gain
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Influence MPE-FEC
16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC X/Y, 4K, GI = 1/8
 More MPE-FEC corresponds with a larger gain
z 67/68: on average 0.13 dB gain for C/(N+I), maximum gain is 0.57 dB
z 1/2: on average 2.49 dB gain for C/(N+I), maximum gain is 3.39 dB (in train)
z 7/8: maximum gain for C/(N+I) is 2.62 dB (indoor walking)
z 5/6: maximum gain for C/(N+I) is 1.95 dB (in train)
z 3/4: maximum gain for C/(N+I) is 2.96 dB (in car at 70 km/h)
z 2/3: maximum gain for C/(N+I) is 3.56 dB (in car at 120 km/h)
 Largest gains for car 70 km/h, car 120 km/h, and train
 Lowest gains for indoor standing and outdoor walking
 Useful for practical coverage measurements
 Gains for E larger than for C/(N+I), because of higher range of measurements
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Influence modulation scheme
XXXX Y/Z MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
 Influence on C/(N+I) (car 20 km/h, indoor walking)
z FER and MFER 5% values for different modulation schemes
z Higher required FER and MFER 5% values for higher modulation 
schemes
14
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Influence modulation scheme
XXXX Y/Z MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
 Average over all scenarios
 Influence on % correct, corrected, incorrect tables, % lock, % valid reception
z %Correct tables lower for higher modulation scheme
z %Corrected tables higher for higher modulation scheme
z %Incorrect tables higher for higher modulation scheme
z %Lock lower for higher modulation scheme
z %Valid reception lower for higher modulation scheme
55.1268.4919.5213.0767.4264-QAM 2/3
73.0180.519.315.3685.3364-QAM 1/2
71.2280.6411.675.9482.3916-QAM 2/3
82.3587.736.133.5990.2816-QAM 1/2
79.2185.497.343.4689.20QPSK 2/3
95.4397.612.231.0696.71QPSK 1/2
%Valid 
reception
%Lock%Incorrect 
tables
%Corrected 
tables
%Correct 
tables
Modul.
scheme
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Influence modulation scheme
-19.5516.6015.709.346.50MFER 5% [dB]
-21.8221.7817.6114.877.17FER 5% [dB]Car 70 km/h (V)
20.2817.4516.1112.9410.237.28MFER 5% [dB]
-18.4617.2914.7610.759.07FER 5% [dB]Car 20 km/h (IV)
20.6516.4516.3812.209.277.19MFER 5% [dB]
25.9318.2624.6514.8210.529.63FER 5% [dB]Indoor walking 
(III)
17.9315.3114.2810.997.487.35MFER 5% [dB]
18.2219.8314.6912.119.327.35FER 5% [dB]Indoor 
standing (II)
20.3815.1515.1611.448.44<8.50MFER 5% [dB]
-16.7817.3912.318.44<8.50FER 5% [dB]Outdoor 
walking (I)
20.7617.9716.2113.1410.88<6.50MFER 5% [dB]
-26.75<14.5015.258.35<10.50FER 5% [dB]Bus (IX)
20.2917.80<14.5013.38<7.50<10.50MFER 5% [dB]
22.7519.0719.3315.0111.698.16FER 5% [dB]Average (I-VIII)
15.92
17.37
19.42
-
16.70
22.17
16-QAM 2/3
16.91
-
16.43
19.00
18.01
19.31
64-QAM 1/2 64-QAM 2/316-QAM 1/2QPSK 2/3QPSK 1/2
19.7813.159.827.07MFER 5% [dB]
24.1015.3711.35<6.50FER 5% [dB]Tram (VIII)
21.1215.2410.296.35MFER 5% [dB]
-17.8313.939.75FER 5% [dB]Train (VII)
-13.5812.636.89MFER 5% [dB]
-15.2314.327.32FER 5% [dB]Car 120 km/h 
(VI)
Modulation schemeMFER/FER
5% values
scenario
XXXX Y/Z MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
FER/MFER 5%
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Influence modulation scheme
 Higher modulation scheme corresponds with a lower required C/(N+I)
z QPSK 1/2: MFER 5% values on average 7.07 dB
z 64-QAM 2/3: MFER 5% values on average 19.78 dB
 When changing from QPSK to 16-QAM, requirement is 6 dB higher
 When changing from 16-QAM to 64-QAM, requirement is at least 3.5 dB higher
 When changing inner code rate from 1/2 to 2/3, requirement 2 to 3 dB higher
 Most difficult reception conditions are car 70 km/h, car 120 km/h, and train
XXXX Y/Z MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
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Conclusions
 Evaluation of the performance of DVB-H system
 9 different reception conditions
 Results for 16-QAM 1/2 MPE-FEC 7/8, 4K, GI = 1/8
z Most difficult scenarios are train and car 70-120 km/h
 MPE-FEC gain
z See values in table for coverage calculations
z Average MPE-FEC gain for C/(N+I) varies between 0.13 dB (67/68) 
and 2.49 dB (1/2)
 Modulation scheme
z Average MFER 5% value for C/(N+I) varies between 7.07 dB (QPSK 
1/2) and 19.78 dB (64-QAM 2/3)
z Changing inner code rate from 1/2 to 2/3: requirement 2 to 3 dB higher
 Acknowledgment: MADUF project/IBBT (Flemish DVB-H 
trial)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
